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i have flashed two epson xp-640s, xp-740, xw-880 and xp-860 models
with revision 2020 after firmware update. on the models xp-640,

xp-740, xw-880 and xp-860 there is no problem, but on the xp-640 and
xp-860 there is not need to change a master reset and the revision

number will remain on 2020 after flashing. i can not change the revision
number in two models by resetting because if you reset a printer, there

is no need to change the master reset, even you have to change the
revision number. i don’t know why. however, if you send a fax or print

by using the red paper or post card, the printer will show such error and
the revision number will change. you can make a call to epson support

center, they have special computer or software for your model and they
have to clear the master reset. or you can try to do the same as i have

above. unfortunately i'm not sure of the specific combo for that model. i
had an artisan 837 but it was very different and had a touch screen. the

instructions offered by wic reset should be quite accurate from my
experience. i would suggest try pressing the keys sequentially instead
of all at once (so hold the first one in, before also holding in the second

etc.) otherwise you should reach out to their support for assistance.
they have live support often at: one unaffiliated third party site that i

found of value is xtrime printer drivers , which includes variety of
software and firmware downloads for epson, canon and brother printers

circa 2015-2016. you may wish to run any downloaded file through a
scanner such as virustotal to ensure it is clean before running it).you
may also find wic utility of interest (also unaffiliated); the free version

can query many printers to detect older firmware versions and list them
for review, but to actually downgrade using this software instead of

manually as described in this video costs $20 per reset. some additional
firmware downgrade key combination instructions for other xp models
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hi tinka, wic reset uses the wic tool to change the firmware so you will first need
to download that if you have not already done so. i am not sure how wic tool is

on your particular model but if you haven't already downloaded it, you can find it
on epson's homepage at: rob - no need to replace it.. you can easily reset the
ink pad counter and it will be fine. that is essentially just the foam that collects
excess ink inside and epson has timed it to throw that message after so many

ink replacements / cleanings. however it doesn't impact anything at all and you
can reset it endlessly. it is also pretty simple to open up the printers and

manually remove the ink pads to replace them with your own cut foam/sponge,
but this isn't really necessary the ink generally dries and evaporates long before
it'd ever become a problem (maybe every 3 ink resets you'd want to). hi marco,
that problem with the cyan seems definitely related to upgrading the firmware,
as sometimes it will only block certain cartridges even if they are all from the
same manufacturer. unfortunately the 422 is an international model that does
not have readily available firmware online to downgrade. you would be looking

for firmware um01e8 or um02e9 specific to the 422 series. i do know that at
least one paid product indicates they have the firmware downgrade available

(wic reset utility) but i can't promise it will be successful for you as i have never
used their service. you could try the scratch method at the bottom of my

instructions as an alternative with that cartridge to see if that helps or not.
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